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Abstract
Legislators are elected to be the voice of their constituents in government. Implicit in this electoral connection is
the responsiveness of legislators to the preferences of constituents. Many past approaches only examine successful
legislative behavior blessed by the majority party, not all legislative behavior, thereby limiting inference
generalizability. I seek to overcome this limitation by considering bill sponsorship as an outlet in which all members
are free to engage. Testing expectations on bill sponsorship in the 109th and 110th Congresses, I find that
legislators are mostly responsive to constituents’ ideological preferences, though only on safely-owned policy issues.
I compare these findings to roll call voting on the same issues in the same Congresses and find a different pattern,
suggesting legislators leverage bill sponsorship differently than roll call voting as they signal policy priorities.1

Introduction
Legislators are elected to represent their constituents. While they exist and operate within their
districts and the chamber, the pull of their constituents is ubiquitous. Yet, to what degree are
constituencies actually impacting their legislators' behavior in office? In studies of
responsiveness, this question centers on the degree to which constituent preferences impact
actions of their elected officials. In turn, how adequately are legislators representing their
districts with their limited time and resources in office? This latter question is a consequential
component of understanding the quality of representation and the responsiveness of elites. Yet,
the findings on the degree of responsiveness of legislators to constituents has been mixed. Some
have found responsiveness at the national (Page et al. 1984; Shapiro 2011; Stimson, MacKuen,
and Erikson 1995), state (Lax and Phillips 2009a), and even city levels of government
(Tausanovitch and Warshaw 2013). Others, though, are less sanguine about elite responsiveness,
contending that it is quite elusive. Legislators may not be as representative of and responsive to
constituents as some consider (Bafumi and Herron 2010; Fowler and Hall 2016). And still
others find evidence responsiveness, but in conditional, limited, and indirect contexts (Clinton
2006; Lax and Phillips 2012; Waggoner 2018).
There remains a paradox in the literature: are legislators responsive to constituent
preferences, or are they not? In this paper, I address this question by evaluating a less commonly
assessed realm of legislative behavior: bill sponsorship. I contend that bill sponsorship affords an
alternative look at legislative responsiveness, by providing a window into the policy priorities of
all legislators, such that generalizable inferences can be made about the responsiveness of
1 I thank Robert Y. Shapiro for reviewing several iterations of this project, and for providing invaluable feedback

along the way. I am also indebted to Justin Kirkland and Kent Tedin for their many helpful comments. All mistakes
remain my own.
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legislators.2 Inversely, by looking to legislative outcomes, the sample may be biased in that only
successful legislative behavior is considered. Taken with the vast amount of power wielded by
the majority party in determining the legislation that gets a vote, and therefore the legislation
that emerges from the chamber (Cox and McCubbins 2005; Finocchiaro and Rohde 2008),
past studies in this vein, then, have essentially observed majority party responsiveness.
I proceed by reviewing the relevant literature and then present the context of
representation and issue-specific responsiveness, informing expectations of constituents’
ideological impact on bill sponsorship. I then test the expectations using the Tausanovitch and
Warshaw (2013) multilevel regression with poststratification mean estimates of district-level
constituent ideology to predict the types of bills introduced by legislators in the 109th and 110th
U.S. House of Representatives. I find that legislators are mostly responsive to constituent
ideological preferences, though only on select issues owned by their respective parties. Then, I
follow the analysis with an exploration of roll call voting on the same issues to assess whether
roll call voting and sponsorship reveal distinct variance in responsiveness. I find a different
pattern where responsiveness to constituent preferences is consistent, without regard for the
safety of the issue. This supports the central premise that bill sponsorship provides a distinct
look at whether or not, as well as the degree to which legislators are responsive to the
preferences of constituents.
Constituent Preferences and Representation
Legislators are elected to represent constituents by being their voice in government. There is a
rich tradition of literature underlying this representative relationship (e.g., Achen 1978;
Cameron, Epstein, and O'Halloran 1996; Griffin and Flavin 2011; Grimmer 2013b; Miller and
Stokes 1963). Variation in behavior of elites (Gerber 1996; Gilens 2005) and the mass public
(Erikson, Mackuen, and Stimson 2002; Page and Shapiro 1992) are useful in informing a better
understanding of the degree to which legislators and legislative institutions are responsive to
constituents, despite limited time and resources in office.
Specifically, legislators strategically cast their time in office to different constituencies at
different times (Grimmer 2013a). Also, different constituencies prize different forms of
representation as a function of unique individual-level attributes, from descriptive
representation to policy representation (Eulau and Karps 1977; Griffin and Flavin 2011;
Harden 2013, 2016).
Away from their districts while in Washington, though, legislators are confronted with
different and divergent cross pressures (Carey 2007). Whether interest groups, party leaders, or
their own devotion to the party in the chamber, legislators must balance these cross pressures as
they engage with the policy process, all the while, remaining accountable to constituents.
Studies of mass-elite linkages provide insight into how elites impact constituents with
their time spent in office (Levendusky 2010) as well as how constituents impact elites' policy
2 The benefits of observing sponsorship over other forms of behavior as discussed here and elsewhere by no means

imply that sponsorship is the only place where responsiveness can be observed, or even that it is the ideal place to
observe responsiveness. Rather, I suggest that sponsorship affords a fresh take on the responsiveness question aiding
in the uncovering of greater nuance in responsiveness and legislative institutional behavior more broadly. I address
this at greater length below.
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output (Peress 2013). Indeed, studies have evaluated the degree to which legislators pay
attention to subconstituencies (Bishin 2009) as well as how and when legislators engage with
their constituents in a strategic manner (Grimmer 2013a, 2013b; Grose, Malhotra and Van
Houweling 2015).
But establishing mass-elite linkage merely begins the story. The crux of representational
quality lies in the degrees to which legislators respond to the preferences of constituents. Many
rely on roll call voting, yet find mixed results regarding responsiveness, with some finding broad
responsiveness (Bianco 1994; Cayton 2016; Page et al. 1984) and others finding conditional
evidence of responsiveness (Clinton 2006).3
Another common approach in studying responsiveness is assessing policy outcomes.
These findings on the connection between constituent preferences and legislative behavior have
also been mixed. While some have found a high degree of responsiveness at various levels of
government (Erikson, Wright, and McIver 1993; Stimson, MacKuen, and Erikson 1995;
Tausanovitch and Warshaw 2013), others have found little to no evidence of alignment between
elites and constituents, suggesting that representatives are more extreme than their constituents
(Bafumi and Herron 2010). Thus, the extent to which legislators' behavior is responsive to and
corresponds with constituents remains unresolved.
Bill Sponsorship as Issue-Specific Responsiveness
In light of the electoral and representational connections between constituents and legislators,
constituents should have some level of impact on the behavior of legislators. Seen through a
range of behavior from district casework to time and resources expended on sponsoring bills,
legislators have an incentive to be working for their constituents for the sake of winning
reelection, crafting good public policy (Fenno 1978), and claiming credit for legislative
accomplishments along the way (Mayhew 1974).
If legislators positively respond to this electoral incentive and work for their
constituents, then there should be a signature of constituents on their legislative work. An ideal
form of legislative work that is a tangible expression of prioritization is a sponsored bill given the
benefit, among others, of credit claiming (Mayhew 1974). As legislators are tasked with
straddling their districts and the chamber, they must constantly make prioritization decisions,
allowing them, in turn, to act as “entrepreneurs” of unique issues and policy agendas (Wawro
2001). They are expected to work for the benefit of their party while also staying in tune with
constituents. Therefore, though some bills require more or less work than others, bills remain
observable pieces of evidence into the cost calculations and prioritization decisions made by all
legislators. And given the thousands of bills introduced in a single legislative session, legislators
appear to view bill sponsorship as consequential. In light of the prevalence of sponsorship
behavior, coupled with the electoral incentives for legislators to respond to the preferences of
their constituents, sponsored bills should be an avenue where responsiveness can be detected.
An additional benefit of looking at bill sponsorship to assess responsiveness is that in
light of the strength of the majority party in chamber processes, nothing is considered for a vote
or passes without the blessing of the majority party. The locus of responsiveness in roll call
3 See Shapiro (2011) for a thorough review of democratic responsiveness.
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voting behavior and in successfully passed legislation, then, reflects the priorities of the majority
party to a large degree, rather than the priorities of all members of chamber. Successfully passed
legislation and roll call voting are only subsamples of legislation under consideration, such that
the impact of constituent preferences on majority party responsiveness is being observed in
these cases. As such, numerous other outlets such as bill sponsorship and committee work offer
legislators opportunities to highlight their intensity of specific policy positions that reach
beyond casting a roll call vote (Hall and Wayman 1990). Bill sponsorship, specifically, is an
active outlet of legislative behavior open to all legislators providing the opportunity to introduce
a bill on any topic during the course of a single legislative session (Wawro 2001). While bill
sponsorship is valuable to address the responsiveness of legislators to their constituents'
preferences, past approaches analyzing bill sponsorship have often focused on agenda setting
(Schiller 1995; Burstein, Bauldry, and Froese 2005; Rocca and Gordon 2010; Woon 2008), or
on sub-group behavior in the legislative process (Barnello and Bratton 2007; Rocca and Sanchez
2008; Whitby 2002; Wilson 2010). And at the state level, Gamm and Kousser (2010) leveraged
bill sponsorship to explore variance in district homogeneity as it relates to the targeted versus
broad nature of bills.
Importantly, I am not suggesting that bill sponsorship is the only, or even the primary
way legislators signal responsiveness to constituents. Roll call voting as discussed above,
legislative particularism (Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita 2006), and constituent casework
(Harden 2013) are all cases of responsiveness. For example, more moderate legislators
representing more moderate constituencies may be less apt to respond to constituent preferences
through targeted policy responsiveness (e.g., Gamm and Kousser 2010). Whether this is the case
or not, is beyond the scope of this analysis. For present purposes, the benefit of leveraging bill
sponsorship in studying responsiveness is offering a different view of responsiveness based on a
form of behavior that considers all legislators engaging in the same process at the same time.
Thus, my analysis is intended to add nuance to the thriving responsiveness literature, not
supplant previous findings.
The Link: Issue Ownership
While there is room to expect constituent impact on legislative behavior, the linkage between
constituents and specific issues must also be established. I suggest issue ownership provides a
foundation to link issue-specific preferences to elite responsiveness. Building on the
demonstrated pattern of ideological sorting into partisan camps (Levendusky 2009), today on
average, conservatives are Republicans and liberals are Democrats, suggesting a high degree of
correlation between party identification and ideology. Indeed, using American National
Election Study (ANES) data, Abramowitz and Saunders (2008) show that the correlation
between party identification and ideology in the mass public has been rapidly increasing since
1972, with polarization between the parties extending even to positions on specific issues
(546-47). This paves the way for expectations on a connection between ideological preferences
and party-owned issues. Constituents' ideological preferences on issues aligning with their
respective parties should act as signals to legislators on the types of bills they should sponsor. For
example, conservatives typically favor increased defense spending and capabilities, suggesting
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that conservative ideology should positively predict the sponsoring of defense-related
legislation. But how do parties come to “own” issues?4 Egan (2013) notes that partisan issue
ownership flows from the fact that parties prioritize certain issues over others and are in turn
awarded ownership on certain issues by the mass public. Others, too, have echoed this notion
that stances on certain issues should vary by parties based on highlighting of certain issues to the
exclusion of others, such as Petrocik's (1996) findings, summed up by Hetherington and
Rudolph (2015, 139): “Republicans tend to talk about foreign policy because they “own” it
while Democrats tend to talk about social welfare policy because they “own” it.” Therefore,
Republican-owned issues should be conservative-owned issues, while Democratic-owned issues
should be liberal-owned issues, to the extent that we should expect to see constituents
influencing legislative behavior. 5
While linking ideology and partisanship in this study, it is important to note that I am
not conflating these concepts. Indeed, party is different than ideology in that the former is
measurable and observable both for legislators as well as the public, while the latter is
unobservable requiring estimation based on other forms of behavior (e.g., roll call voting
(Clinton 2006)). Rather, I am suggesting that given the high correlation between party and
ideology both in the public (Abramowitz and Saunders 2008) as well as among legislators
(Poole and Rosenthal 1997), constituent ideology should impact issue-specific legislative
behavior most powerfully for partisan owned issues.
And beyond expected partisan and ideological variance, demographically-unique
constituencies should reveal valuable information about the legislative behavior we should
expect to see (Adler and Lapinksi 1997; Fowler and Hall 2016), such that issue-specific
behavior should comport with unique district compositions. In short, constituencies should
4 While there is room to expect constituent impact on legislative behavior, the linkage between constituents and

specific issues must also be established. I suggest issue ownership provides a foundation to link issue-specific
preferences to elite responsiveness. Building on the demonstrated pattern of ideological sorting into partisan camps
(Levendusky 2009), today on average, conservatives are Republicans and liberals are Democrats, suggesting a high
degree of correlation between party identification and ideology. Indeed, using American National Election Study
(ANES) data, Abramowitz and Saunders (2008) show that the correlation between party identification and
ideology in the mass public has been rapidly increasing since 1972, with polarization between the parties extending
even to positions on specific issues (546-47). This paves the way for expectations on a connection between
ideological preferences and party-owned issues. Constituents' ideological preferences on issues aligning with their
respective parties should act as signals to legislators on the types of bills they should sponsor. For example,
conservatives typically favor increased defense spending and capabilities, suggesting that conservative ideology
should positively predict the sponsoring of defense-related legislation. But how do parties come to “own” issues?
Egan (2013) notes that partisan issue ownership flows from the fact that parties prioritize certain issues over others
and are in turn awarded ownership on certain issues by the mass public. Others, too, have echoed this notion that
stances on certain issues should vary by parties based on highlighting of certain issues to the exclusion of others,
such as Petrocik's (1996) findings, summed up by Hetherington and Rudolph (2015, 139): “Republicans tend to
talk about foreign policy because they “own” it while Democrats tend to talk about social welfare policy because
they “own” it.” Therefore, Republican-owned issues should be conservative-owned issues, while Democratic-owned
issues should be liberal-owned issues, to the extent that we should expect to see constituents influencing legislative
behavior.
5 This approach by no means provides a perfect linking of ideological directions to issues. Yet, it does provide a

baseline allowing for exploration of ideological preferences and issue-specific responsiveness.
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have some level of influence on their elected officials, and this influence should be observable
along partisan and ideological lines.
Issues and Expectations
Given the expectation that constituents varying along an ideological dimension should
influence their legislators' behavior on issue-specific bill sponsorship, I use recent and major
polling data to connect ideologies and parties to specific issues. This is a necessary step to
generate testable hypotheses.
The first broad policy issue considered is defense. This is categorized as a “conservative”
issue, based on the findings from Gallup that more Republicans (56%) think that defense
spending is too little, compared with Independents (33%) and Democrats (17%) as of 2015
(McCarthy 2015). Selection of this issue as “conservative” is also supported by Egan’s (2013, 67)
categorization, finding ownership of defense by Republicans spanning four decades. Therefore,
conservative constituencies should increase the likelihood of defense-related bills being
introduced.
The second policy issue area is the economy.6 While the economy is a pronounced
partisan issue, especially in poor economic times (Hetherington and Rudolph 2015), Gallup
finds stronger ties between conservatives and Republicans on the economy than for liberals and
Democrats on the economy ( Jones 2016). While Democrats are less liberal on the economy
than on social issues, the trend tying party to ideology on the economy remains more
pronounced among Republicans than Democrats. Therefore, the economy is considered a
conservative issue, with more conservative constituencies increasing the likelihood of economyrelated bills being introduced.
The third issue area is agriculture. Republicans view farming and agriculture more positively
than Democrats by a margin of 9 points (Newport 2013). Further, ideological differences even
extend to how conservatives and liberals view rural and urban areas. The vast majority of
“consistent conservative” respondents said they would rather live in a rural area (41%) or small
town (35%), compared to 46% of “consistent liberals” who would choose to live in a city, and
21% in the suburbs, while only 11% would pick a rural area and 20% would pick a small town
(Pew 2014). Given these differences between the parties as well as ideological positions,
conservative constituencies should increase the likelihood of legislators introducing agriculturerelated bills.
I shift now to traditionally liberal policy issues. The fourth broad policy area is
education. Based on the findings from an Education Next poll, covered by the Brookings
Institution, while there is some agreement between the parties on various aspects of education
reform, the major disparity between the two parties is on thoughts toward increases in spending
on public schools. Nearly 75% of Democrats favor increased public school spending, compared

6 Though the economy could be considered a non-partisan issue to the extent that the public rewards the

incumbent party if the economy is good, and penalizes the incumbent party if the economy is performing poorly
(e.g., Kiewiet and Udell 1998), Bafumi and Shapiro (2009, 11) highlight the relative stability of cleavages between
the parties as well as ideologies on economic issues over time.
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to 54% of Republicans opposing it (Henderson, Peterson, and West 2014; Henderson 2015).
Thus, liberal constituencies should increase the likelihood of introducing education bills.
The fifth issue area is healthcare. This is considered a liberal issue because traditionally,
and especially exacerbated by the years-long debate over the Affordable Care Act, liberals tend
to favor universal health coverage and a more pronounced role for the government in this regard
(Aaron and Lucida 2013). And similar to defense above, Egan (2013) finds healthcare is
another consistently owned issue by Democrats. Therefore, liberal constituencies should
increase the likelihood of legislators introducing healthcare-related legislation.
The sixth and final issue area considered is civil liberties and rights. Though these trends
vary when th 7e threat of terrorism is high, liberals are less willing to trade off civil liberties than
conservatives (Davis and Silver 2004). This finding is coupled with the historical trend of many
prominent civil liberties and rights advocacy groups being ideologically liberal (e.g., ACLU,
AFL-CIO, etc.). Therefore, liberal constituencies should increase the likelihood of introduced
civil liberties and civil rights bills.
For ease of interpretation, I generate the following testable hypotheses in terms of
conservative constituencies (e.g., For conservative issues, conservative constituencies should
increase likelihood of sponsored bills on X; for liberal issues, conservative constituencies should
decrease the likelihood of sponsored bills on Z).
Conservative Issues Hypotheses
C1: Conservative constituencies increase likelihood of introduced defense bills.
C2: Conservative constituencies increase likelihood of introduced economy bills.
C3: Conservative constituencies increase likelihood of introduced agriculture bills.
Liberal Issues Hypotheses
L1: Conservative constituencies decrease likelihood of introduced education bills.
L2: Conservative constituencies decrease likelihood of introduced healthcare bills.
L3: Conservative constituencies decrease likelihood of introduced civil liberties bills.
Methods and Data
The goal in this analysis is to test the degree of ideological responsiveness to constituent
preferences through bill sponsorship. I seek to estimate the likelihood that constituent
ideological preferences on broad policy issues impact legislators' bill sponsorship decisions. In
order to do this, I begin by specifying my dependent variables of interest, which are
dichotomous bill topics for each of the six key issues: Defense, Economy, Agriculture,
Education, Healthcare, and Civil Liberties/Civil Rights. The individual bill is the unit of

7 All of these issues are also party-owned issues based on Egan's (2013, 67) classification, with issues 1-3 being

Republican issues and issues 4-6 being Democratic issues.
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analysis. The counts of bills
introduced for each issue are
Table 1: Bill Totals by Issue, 109th – 110th Congress
displayed in Table 1.8 Using the
Policy Issue
Count
Congressional Bills data from Adler
Defense
970
and Wilkerson (2012), I analyze
sponsored bills in the 109th and
Economy
543
110th Congresses, which covered a
Agriculture
260
four year period from January 3,
2005 to January 3, 2009, with the
Education
706
topics coded according to the Policy
Healthcare
1596
Agendas Project (Baumgartner and
Civil Liberties & Rights
207
Jones 1993).9
My main independent
variable used to predict the
likelihood of issue-specific bill sponsorship is constituent ideology. This predictor is the
multilevel regression with poststratification (MRP) mean estimates from Tausanovitch and
Warshaw (2013). It captures
constituent “ideology” as a
Figure 1: Correlation between Constituent and Legislator Ideology
weighted average of citizen
responses to several waves of the
National Annenberg Election
Survey (NAES) and the
Cooperative Congressional
Election Study (CCES) from
2000 to 2010 as a function of
demographic and geographic
characteristics, and poststratified
based on actual state populations.
Estimates are generated for every
U.S. Congressional district, and
place constituents on a single leftright dimension, similar to other
measures of ideology (e.g., Poole
and Rosenthal 1997), where
negative values indicate increased
liberalness and positive values
indicate increased

8 There were 13,097 bills introduced in the 109th and 110th Congresses. The bill totals in Table 1 do not add up to

13,097, because there were many other bills beyond these six issues of interest introduced in these Congresses.

9 These Congresses were selected, because the MRP estimates of constituent ideology align with this time period.
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conservativeness.10 In light my assumption that the ideology of constituents captures similar
information as the ideology of legislators with liberals on the left and conservatives on the right,
consider Figure 1 below. Figure 1 shows the correlation between legislators' ideology, using DWNOMINATE ideal points (Poole and Rosenthal 1997), and the Tausanovitch and Warshaw
(2013) mean MRP estimates of constituent ideology.
I control for a vector of theoretically relevant covariates that have been found to impact
Congressional behavior, including legislators’ political parties and their ideologies measured
using the DW-NOMINATE scores given the impact of party and ideology on behavior
(Lawrence, Maltzman and Smith 2006). 11 I also control for majority party status, which is a
dichotomous indicator, given the gatekeeping policy power retained by the majority party (Cox
and McCubbins 2005). Additional controls include a legislator’s seniority, which is continuous,
given the effects of seniority on success (Anderson, Box-Steffensmeier and Sinclair-Chapman
2003), and also a legislator’s ability to move legislation through the process, measured using
Volden and Wiseman’s (2014) legislative effectiveness scores. The quality of a legislator,
captured in this measure, could certainly influence their propensity to sponsor legislation. Given
the influence of “bill managers” on legislators’ options for moving bills through and out of
committees (Evans 1991; Hall and Evans 1990), I include two key controls for whether a
legislator was a member of a powerful committee (rules, ways and means, or appropriations) and
also, whether a legislator was a subcommittee chair, given that these are the workhorses of policy
in the chamber.12 And finally, given the influence of district characteristics on legislative
behavior (Waggoner 2018), I adopt Fowler and Hall’s (2016) strategy for accounting for issue
specific district characteristics using census data, including, percent in district as military
personnel (defense model), percent in district in poverty (economy model), percent in district
as farm workers (agriculture model), percent in district as education workers (education model),
percent of the population over 64 years old (health model), and finally percent of the district
that is African American (civil rights/liberties model).13
In light of the dichotomous variables of bill topics (e.g., Defense bill=1; Non-Defense
Bill=0), I estimate six separate multilevel logistic regressions, each with the dependent variable
corresponding to a specific issue, with random effects specified for individual legislators, nested

10 For a detailing of the MRP procedure broadly, see Lax and Phillips (2009b, 109-112). And for additional

detailing of the MRP mean estimates of constituent ideology utilized in this paper, see Tausanovitch and Warshaw
(2013, 331-335).
11 After checking the variance inflation factor for each covariate in the model, multicollinearity was ruled out as a

threat. See these values in the Appendix in Table A1.

12 I control for these major House committee in light of the potential for some legislators' bill sponsorship activity

being moderated by the committees on which they serve, such as a rules committee member being required to carry
a bill marked up in the House Rules Committee and subsequently reintroduced by that committee as a new bill.
13 I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out the need to control for district characteristics.
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within individual districts, within individual states, within individual Congresses.14 Upon
estimating the models, I generate and plot out of sample predicted probabilities using postestimation simulations, holding all control variables at their mean levels, and present them in
Figures 2 and 3 below.
Results and Discussion
The expected impact of constituent ideology on bill sponsorship, given that constituent
ideology is measured such that positive values are more conservative and negative values are
more liberal, should be positive for conservative issues and negative for liberal issues. As such,
the goal of this analysis is to take a step in understanding whether the ideological preferences of
constituents have any measurable impact on the policy focus of legislators. See the full model
results from each specification in Table 2 below.
At first glance, note the top row of coefficients in Table 2 capturing the impact of
constituent ideology on the likelihood of legislators sponsoring specific bill topics. In all six
models the coefficients are pointing in the hypothesized direction of positive for conservative
issues and negative for liberal issues.
Importantly, though, the responsiveness of legislators is not consistent across all issues.
In four of the six models - Defense, Agriculture, Healthcare and Civil Liberties and Rights there is a statistically significant impact in predictive power at p < .05. Though addressed in
greater depth below, the variance across issues could mean that the parties do not have clearly
staked-out ownership of the economy or education at least in their bill sponsorship, or it could
be due to a lack of directional assessment in the policy proposal. In line with expectations,
though, conservative constituencies influence the bill sponsorship activity of their legislators by
encouraging the sponsorship of bills on two major issues that traditionally align with
conservative ideology: Defense and Agriculture. The same trend is true for liberal constituencies
for two commonly liberal issues: Healthcare and Civil Rights, with Education being just shy of
the tradition level of significance.

14 I opt for the binary modeling approach over an event count approach, because the goal is to determine that

which influences the likelihood of sponsoring any bill related to the issue of interest. This is in contrast with the
event count approach which taps prioritization of a given issue (i.e., more or less sponsorship and thus focus on a
certain issue). While other valuable studies have leveraged the event count approach (e.g., Woon 2009), the scope
of the question in this analysis is slightly different. Still, additional negative binomial count models are estimated
and included in the Appendix, and mostly support the main findings in Table 2.
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Table 2: The Impacts of Constituent Ideology on Bill Sponsorship,
Dependent
variable:
Sponsored Bill
(0/1)

Constituent Ideology

Legislator Ideology

Majority Party

Seniority

Legislative Effectiveness

Power Committee

Subcommittee Chair

Party

% Military Personnel

Defense

Economy

Agriculture

Education

Health

Civil Liberties/
Rights

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.705***

0.226

0.913**

-0.392*

-0.457***

-0.968***

(0.189)

(0.250)

(0.381)

(0.202)

(0.153)

(0.357)

0.086

0.124

-0.347*

-0.079

-0.055

-0.064

(0.101)

(0.126)

(0.192)

(0.116)

(0.080)

(0.197)

-0.154*

-0.127

0.141

-0.124

0.277***

-0.131

(0.084)

(0.109)

(0.160)

(0.097)

(0.068)

(0.177)

-0.019*

-0.047***

0.006

-0.033***

0.031***

0.027

(0.011)

(0.015)

(0.020)

(0.012)

(0.008)

(0.019)

0.035

0.054*

-0.016

0.007

-0.108***

-0.045

(0.022)

(0.028)

(0.047)

(0.025)

(0.020)

(0.042)

-0.174*

0.768***

0.328**

-0.237**

-0.023

-0.497***

(0.089)

(0.105)

(0.153)

(0.102)

(0.069)

(0.189)

-0.117

-0.187

0.039

-0.092

-0.049

0.065

(0.097)

(0.131)

(0.175)

(0.112)

(0.075)

(0.194)

-0.004***

0.002

-0.002

-0.001

-0.0003

0.003

(0.001)

(0.002)

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.002)

18.141***
(2.511)

% in Poverty

-2.096*
(1.098)

% Farm Workers

20.758***
(2.661)

% Education Workers

1.854
(1.630)

% Over 64 Years Old

3.380***
(1.264)

% African-American

1.069**
(0.474)
-1.799***

-3.264***

-4.389***

-3.108***

-2.645***

Constant

-4.906***

(0.218)

(0.325)

(0.390)

(0.433)

(0.256)

(0.432)

N

13,025

13,025

13,025

13,025

13,025

13,025

Log Likelihood

-3,345.379

-2,168.887

-1,185.996

-2,679.151

-4,716.543 -1,028.327

AIC

6,716.757

4,363.775

2,397.992

5,384.303

9,459.085 2,082.654

BIC

6,813.927

4,460.945

2,495.162

5,481.473

9,556.255 2,179.825

Note:

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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To illustrate that which these findings suggest in real life, of the 25 bills introduced by Rep.
Diana DeGette (D-CO) in the 110th Congress, 16 were health-related. As one of the more
liberal members in the chamber with an ideology of -0.42 and similar constituent ideology of
-0.52, 64% of Rep. Degette's bill sponsorship activity was devoted health issues. Similarly, Rep.
Jerry Moran (R-KS), with an ideology of 0.565 serving a conservative constituency with an
ideology of 0.261, introduced 13 total bills, 4 of which were agriculture-related. Being a
Representative from a mostly rural state and conservative district, Rep. Moran dedicated nearly
31% of his legislative activity to agriculture bills alone, which is the vast majority of his
sponsored bills compared to any other issue.
Interestingly, constituent ideology is not a statistically significant predictor of economy
and is just shy of significantly predicting sponsorship of education bills. Detecting ownership by
the parties of these issues may be complicated by the lack of accounting for the direction of the
policy proposal, or it could be that the parties may not be as clearly sorted on education and the
economy, at least compared to the other four issues considered above. This could be the case for
the economy given the Gallup findings from Jones (2016), where Democrats are less liberal on
the economy than they are on social issues. Additionally, regarding education, in the same
report from Henderson, Peterson, and West (2014), reported by Henderson (2015),
Republicans and Democrats were mostly in agreement on educational reform with little
variation among them, with the exception of attitudes toward spending on public education as
mentioned above. The result could be a lack of impact on education bill sponsorship. Still,
inferences on these two issue areas are impossible to draw based on these findings, due to the
lack of ability to distinguish their impacts from zero. Future research should build on these
findings by accounting for the ideological direction of the policy proposal to gain a closer look
at the intensity and nuance of constituent influence on issue-specific bill sponsorship.
In order to gain a more intuitive look at the findings for the four statistically significant
issues in Table 2, consider the plots of predicted probabilities below, segmented by conservative
(Figure 2) and liberal (Figure 3) issues. In Figure 2, the predicted probabilities are shown for the
likelihood of conservative sponsored bill topics being sponsored across the range of constituent
ideology in the dataset, from the most liberal (-1.047) to the most conservative (0.4097). In line
with the expectations in C1 and C3, more conservative constituents increase the probability of
sponsoring defense and agriculture bills. Note the nearly doubled increase from about 4% to
about 8%, from the most extreme liberal constituency to the most extreme conservative
constituency for defense bills, and from nearly no impact to about 3% for agriculture bills.
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Similarly, Figure 3 shows the likelihood of sponsoring liberal issue bills across the full
range of constituent ideology in the dataset. The most pronounced impact of constituent
opinion on bill sponsorship topics is for health-related bills, moving from around 18% for the
most liberal constituencies to around 9% for the most conservative constituencies. The impacts,
though moving in the expected direction for civil liberties and civil rights bills in line with L3, is
much less pronounced, moving from around 3% to about 1%, though the relative magnitude of
change is still consequential dropping about 2%. Both panels in Figure 3 strongly support the
expectations in L2 and L3.
These findings uncover an additionally interesting point on responsiveness and issue
ownership. Some issues are more decidedly “conservative,” and others more “liberal.” The wide
spectrum of magnitudes of effect across the different issues suggest different levels of
prominence for some issues compared to others. Healthcare seems to be a key liberal issue, while
defense seems to be a key conservative issue, with the predicted probability of sponsoring both
of these types of bills doubling when moving from the respective opposite extremes in
constituencies. And contrary to what we may expect, a less prominent liberal issue, at least in bill
sponsorship, is civil liberties and rights. Ultimately, responsiveness seems to be variable and
dependent upon individual issues.
In sum, the results across all multilevel models in Table 2 and the predicted probabilities
for the four significant issues including two conservative (Defense and Agriculture), as well as
two liberal (Healthcare and Civil Liberties/Rights) issues in Figures 2 and 3, respectively,
suggest that constituents' ideological preferences impact their elected officials' behavior. Indeed,
bill sponsorship as a form of behavior open to all members in which hundreds of legislators
engage is influenced in part by constituents. This points to a broad, albeit variable, pattern of
ideological alignment with constituents on safely-owned issues.
Are Bill Sponsorship and Roll Call Voting Different?
To this point, the findings have provided evidence that legislators respond to the
preferences of their constituents to varying degrees on select party-owned issues with the bills
they choose to sponsor. Though a step in understanding, I have suggested that bill sponsorship
should be an ideal outlet to detect responsiveness to constituents over other approaches, because
this form of behavior considers the priorities of all legislators, without regard for legislative
success or majority party status, given the wider sample considered, compared to other forms of
legislative behavior such as roll call voting. To test this, rather than assume it, I turn now to a
series of second stage tests to examine roll call voting behavior on five of the previously
examined six partisan-owned issue areas: defense, the economy, agriculture, education and civil
liberties/rights.
To gain traction on whether bill sponsorship and roll call voting reveal different patterns
in legislators’ responses to constituents’ preferences, I leverage Fowler and Hall's (2012)
conservative vote probability (CVP) as the new dependent variable of interest. The CVP is a
nonparametric, parsimonious, and continuous indicator that predicts the rate at which
legislators vote more conservatively than the chamber median voter. The CVP is statistically
reliable and highly correlated with other summary measures of roll call voting behavior, such as
DW-NOMINATE, with member scores calculated across individual issues and individual
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Congresses, ultimately producing directly interpretable output and substantively
understandable magnitudes of relatively conservativeness of individual legislators. This is in
contrast to more complicated roll call methods (Fowler and Hall 2012). This variable is ideally
situated for this analysis, given the ideological component to it. Rather than viewing raw roll call
voting values, I am able to link ideological differences in individual voting patterns on the issues
of interest to the issue ownership component central to this study. Though relatively new, the
CVP measure has been used in recent, major studies of legislative behavior in top political
science journals, validating it as a reliable measure of roll call voting (e.g., Alexander, Berry and
Howell’s 2016 Journal of Politics paper; and Fowler and Hall’s 2016 Quarterly Journal of Political
Science paper).
As with the prior analysis, my independent variable of interest is the Tausanovitch and
Warshaw (2013) mean MRP estimates (Constituent Ideology), which place constituents on a
single dimension with negative values indicating increased liberalness and positive values
indicating increased conservativeness. Control variables are also similar, including: majority
party status, seniority, legislator effectiveness, power committee membership, subcommittee
chair, political party, and district characteristics. Given the continuous dependent variable and
the pooled data for both Congresses, I estimate a multilevel linear model, with modeled (or ,
“random”) effects for legislators nested within districts, nested within states, and nested within a
Congress, for each of the five issues, and display the output in Table 3.
If bill sponsorship and roll call voting are duplicitous expressions of responsiveness,
given the dependent variable capturing the likelihood of voting conservative on a bill and the
measurement of constituent ideology with positive values indicating increased conservativeness,
we should expect to see positive coefficients for constituent ideology only for safely-owned
issues (Defense, Agriculture, and Civil Liberties/Rights), and null findings on the other “null”
issues from Table 2 above (Economy and Education), in line with the directional logic of issue
ownership previously described. The null findings on these issues would indicate that legislators
use roll call voting the same way they use bill sponsorship, in that constituents should be
exerting the same degree of magnitude on both forms of behavior, such that legislators respond
in an ideologically commensurate manner on select issues safely owned by the respective parties.
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Table 3: The Effects of Constituent Ideology on Roll Call Voting, 109th – 110th Congress
Dependent
variable:
CVP

Constituent
Ideology
Majority Party
Seniority
Legislative
Effectiveness
Power
Committee
Subcommittee
Chair
Party
% Military
Personnel

Defense

Economy

Agriculture

Education

Welfare

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.130***

0.145***

0.108***

0.106***

0.114***

(0.010)

(0.010)

(0.020)

(0.010)

(0.010)

-0.071***

0.00003

-0.129***

-0.043***

-0.017***

(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.009)

(0.005)

(0.005)

-0.003***

-0.003***

-0.002

-0.002***

-0.001***

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.003*

0.003**

-0.0004

0.003**

0.002

(0.002)

(0.001)

(0.003)

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.001

0.003

-0.024***

-0.003

-0.003

(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.009)

(0.005)

(0.004)

0.004

0.005

-0.006

-0.005

-0.004

(0.006)

(0.006)

(0.011)

(0.006)

(0.005)

-0.436***

-0.588***

-0.480***

-0.436***

-0.495***

(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.010)

(0.005)

(0.005)

-0.033
(0.170)

% in Poverty

0.047
(0.044)

% Farm Workers

-0.527***
(0.192)

% Education
Workers

0.051
(0.075)

% African
American

0.019
(0.015)

Constant

0.304*

0.313

0.443***

0.263*

0.268

(0.183)

(0.242)

(0.116)

(0.147)

(0.195)

N

894

894

884

887

894

Log Likelihood

1,150.583

1,214.497

670.665

1,232.810

1,268.534

AIC

-2,275.165

-2,402.993

-1,315.330

-2,439.620

-2,511.069

BIC

-2,212.821

-2,340.649

-1,253.132

-2,377.378

-2,448.724

Note:

*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01
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For parsimony and consistency, I focus discussion on the impact of constituent ideology on roll
call voting, which is shown in the first row of coefficients in Table 3. Strikingly, constituent
preferences across issues, whether owned or not, positively and significantly influence greater
likelihood of voting in line with ideological preferences, even after accounting for district
characteristics. Taken with the patterns uncovered in the previous analysis on bill sponsorship,
different issues as well as different forms of behavior appear to reflect different patterns and
magnitudes of responsiveness, at least as far as ideological alignment is concerned. As such, there
is room to suspect legislators use bill sponsorship differently than roll call voting as a means to
respond to constituent preferences. Future studies should more closely probe the connection
between policy proposals and roll call voting measures. Further, this exercise in both stages of
analysis is instructive in that precisely where and how we look for responsiveness can influence
whether or not and to what degree we find it.
Conclusion
In light of the electoral connection between constituents and their legislators, there is a
sufficient incentive for legislators to positively respond to the preferences of their constituents.
Yet, in addressing whether or not this is actually going on, past approaches have mostly focused
on roll call voting or policy output. These and other similar approaches limit the sample of
legislators to only those who are successful, which is often the bills that are blessed by the
majority party. In this paper I have taken a different approach in assessing legislative
responsiveness to constituents, by considering a form of legislative behavior in which all
members are free to engage: bill sponsorship. I found compelling evidence that legislators are
often responsive to constituents, though to varying degrees. On major policy areas where
conservatives and liberals hold clearly-defined positions such that they “own” certain issues, I
found that for four of the six major policy issues considered - Defense, Agriculture, Healthcare,
and Civil Liberties/Rights - the ideological preferences of constituents impact the likelihood of
bills being sponsored on these topics. While past findings have been mixed regarding the degree
of legislative responsiveness, this could be due to the form of legislative behavior being
considered. The degrees to which they are successful in ensuring passage of these policies is a
second order question. Comparing these findings with roll call voting on the same issues for the
same Congresses, I found evidence suggesting that bill sponsorship and roll call voting may be
distinct expressions of responsiveness. Leveraging issue ownership, the safeness of issues seems to
most prominently influence bills sponsorship seems to be a key factor in determining levels of
responsiveness through bill sponsorship.
Despite the patterns of variable responsiveness of legislators to their constituents, my
findings have a few limitations. Most notably, the clarity of signal from constituents to
legislators is a limitation. While constituent ideology appears to predict the likelihood of bill
sponsorship for specific issues, the difficulty in establishing causality limits the degree to which I
can conclude that constituents are causing legislators to sponsor bills on specific topics. There is
indeed congruence between constituents and legislators seen in sponsored bills. Yet,
demonstrating causality would require time series methods, such as error correction models
aimed at sorting out long-run and short-run causal relationships between sponsorship and
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preferences. Also, as alluded to throughout, future studies should more explicitly consider the
directionality of policy proposals beyond issue ownership. While ownership provides a baseline
for exploring these connections, explicitly measuring the directionality of the bill would provide
a more stringent test of the degrees to which legislators respond to constituents.
As such, this research provides a step in understanding of both bill sponsorship, as well
as the impacts of constituents on their elected officials, while taking a different step in
distinguishing sponsorship from roll call voting. Still, many questions remain ripe for further
inquiry on both of these fronts. For example, what are the institutional and contextual factors
conditioning legislative responsiveness? What is the role of salience in issue ownership? Answers
to these and other questions are important for studies on responsiveness, representation, and
legislative behavior.
Editor’s Note: Supplementary material follows the bibliography below.
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Supplemental Appendix

Figure A1: Density of Sponsored Bills by Issue
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Table A1: Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) For Each Model
Model
Const. DWMaj.
Sen.
LES
Power Subcom.
Ideol. NOM
Comm. Chair
Defense 1.6434 2.1638 1.4214 1.3923 1.5104 1.0777 1.2835
Economy 1.7627 2.1113 1.3513 1.4735 1.5701 1.1329 1.2393
Agricul. 1.7561 2.0758 1.4084 1.3497 1.4113 1.1042 1.2957
Educ.
1.6843 2.1044 1.4269 1.4003 1.4837 1.0760 1.2986
Health
1.7031 2.1159 1.4205 1.3412 1.4019 1.0735 1.3008
CL/CR
2.0704 2.2030 1.5352 1.3446 1.4872 1.0398 1.3904

Party
2.4823
2.6997
2.4019
2.4740
2.5734
2.7258

District
Char.
1.0490
1.0896
1.2028
1.0477
1.0510
1.2959

Checking for multicollinearity in every model using the standard variance inflation factor (VIF)
statistic,
!"#$ =

1
1 − ($)

where ($) , is the coefficient of determination obtained by regressing each X on all other
X’s in the model. A VIF value ≥ 10, suggests the given variable is a problem, meaning it is highly
collinear with another variable in the model, thereby threatening output and inferences. Note
than no VIF values in Table A1 approach 10, suggesting that while indeed party and ideology
likely correlate, for example, it is not problematic to keep each covariate in the models.
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